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This series has attempted to illuminate the legal principles at stake

through the real experiences of the people who, at great personal

expense, forged the First Amendment right of political conscience.

That they suffered profound invasions of personal liberty guaranteed

to them by the Bill of Rights is established by the court decisions. But

they suffered severe personal pain too. Some were arrested and

went to prison. Even those who ultimately prevailed in the legal

system did so at great personal, financial, and psychological cost.

These kinds of individual experiences impose a collective injury to the

democracy at large. John Stuart Mill in his treatise On Liberty,

published in 1859, articulated the concept of a collective social cost

to society that results from the loss of individual freedom in thought

and speech.[1] When the cost of participating in the exchange of

ideas becomes so high that individuals choose not to participate, to

censor themselves, everyone is poorer collectively. They are poorer

because they are denied the freedom to hear or even to think the

ideas that might otherwise have enriched democratic debate, society,

and themselves personally.

Thus, when compelled exposure causes individuals to refrain from

speaking or joining associations, or funding a cause, because

exposure carries too high a price in the form of stigma, boycotts,

ignominy, harassment, law enforcement, or other official or social

retaliation, the deterrence of individuals becomes a collective

problem. There is a cost to democracy and society at large when
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individuals speak or associate less and share fewer ideas.

Regrettably, the censorship of ideas and the banishment of certain speakers often has been the specific

purpose of public exposure campaigns and the transparency policies that facilitate those campaigns. And,

indeed, such initiatives have been ecumenical throughout history, being employed by all parts of the political

spectrum. New Deal Democrats harassed Edward Rumely’s Committee on Constitutional Government for the

better part of a decade in the 1940s. Southern government officials exposed NAACP donors through various

registration requirements in order to deter their political participation. In the 1980s, a persistent Assistant

School Superintendent doggedly pursued Margaret McIntyre to embarrass her in the local community,

penalize her, and punish her for opposing the school funding referendum he favored.

In his book Naming Names, the definitive liberal treatise on the Red Scare, author Victor Navasky documents

the painful personal toll suffered by hundreds of Hollywood artists when “informers” complied with formal

government demands to “name names” in the 1940s and 1950s.[2] The personal consequences ranged from

boycotts, unemployment, and economic ruin to deep personal traumas and suicide.[3] But “the state did more

than bring misery to the lives of hundreds of Communists, former Communists, fellow travelers, and unlucky

liberals,” Navasky observes.[4] “It weakened American culture.”[5] Navasky records the collective experiences

and consequences of hundreds of American citizens as the “social cost” to government-compelled naming of

names.[6]

The excesses of the Red Scare in the 1940s and 1950s were defended by conservatives of the day as an

ordinary incident of democracy setting cultural and political norms.[7] But Judge Edgerton, the dissenter in the

Barsky decision, saw the enterprise as something more insidious. He saw compulsory “exposure and

publicity” as a weapon of ideological warfare against ideological opponents to accomplish what could not

be done by direct legislation – censorship.[8]

The New Left of the 1960s responded with its own counter-speech theories and tactics that have been taken

up by a new generation of Americans determined to censor right-leaning speakers and even left-wing

speakers perceived as out-of-step with new progressive orthodoxy.[9]

The modern censorship movement extends to college campuses where “de-platforming” non-conforming

viewpoints is commonplace,[10] to boycotts against advertisers on certain media outlets and news shows,[11]

to affirmative efforts to block former government officials from employment at any corporation in America.[12]

At the same time, official governmental discrimination against certain viewpoints and speakers appears to be

as active as ever.[13] Two recent books, Kim Strassel’s The Intimidation Game and Kirsten Powers’ The

Silencing, document the new political strategy in action.[14] And compulsory exposure is identified, like it was

in the 1940s and 1950s, as a key tool of the conscious political strategy to drive ideological competitors out of

the public square.[15]

Meanwhile, several books and studies document the rising intolerance in civic discourse and social cost in

terms of the censorship of ideas and facts from public dialogue.[16] The intensity of protests and the severity

of the intolerance that characterizes debate over even mundane political subjects today have pushed many
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citizens out of the public dialogue. Others have sought to participate anonymously not for the purpose of

corrupting politicians but to protect their families, reputations, and careers. That in turn has spawned the most

expansive and intrusive compulsory exposure laws and legislation, often justified, like historical precursors, in

the name of transparency and national security.[17]

All forms of compelled exposure necessarily chill free speech and association. Public exposure chills some,

while the risk of government abuse chills others. Although the risk can be more acute if the subject is

controversial, or the viewpoint is unorthodox, or if the times, like the 1940s and today, are deeply polarized

culturally and politically, all forms of government-compelled disclosure visit a chill upon citizens who otherwise

would prefer to maintain their privacy while speaking or associating. As observed by Judge Edgerton at the

height of the Red Scare, “There has been some suggestion that it restrains only timid people. I think it nearer

the truth to say that, among the more articulate, it affects in one degree or another all but the very

courageous, the very orthodox, and the very secure. But nothing turns on this question of fact. The views of

timid people are not necessarily worthless to society. No one needs self-expression more. The Constitution

protects them as it protects others.”[18]

The courts have the responsibility to referee the modern ideological and cultural wars waged with the cudgel

of government-compelled exposure and to draw boundaries upon compelled disclosure. The real

consequences for individuals’ lives and liberties, as well as the collective social costs to society, of compelled

exposure must figure into a jurisprudence that seems to have forgotten or underrated these costs. Perhaps the

courts in these turbulent and intolerant times will fulfill the hope of Justice Black, who at the height of the Red

Scare longed for “calmer times, when present pressures, passions and fears subside” to afford the privacy of

political conscience appropriate constitutional protection.
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